We describe methods for making volume decreasing algorithms more resistant to certain types of errors. Such error recovery techniques are crucial if DNA computers ever become practical. Our rst approach relies on applying PCR at various stages of the computation. We analyze its performance and show that it increases the survival-probability o f v arious strands to acceptable proportions. Our second approach relies on changing the method by which information is encoded on DNA strands. This encoding is likely to reduce false negative errors during the bead separation procedure.
Introduction
In the short history of DNA deoxyribonucleic acid based computing there have already been a numberof exciting results. It all started with Adleman's A beautiful insight that showed that biological experiments could solve the Directed Hamiltonian Path problem DHP. Then, Lipton L showed how to use DNA to solve more general problems, namely to nd satisfying assignments for arbitrary directed contact networks, which includes the important case of arbitrary formulas.
Since then there has been a series of papers on DNA computation BDL,BDLS,S,B,RW,R,P . Each of these subsequent results is of the following form: Given enough strands of DNA and certain biological operations; one can simulate some classic model of computation e ciently. Some compare to formulas, some to circuits, others to 1-tape Nondeterministic Turing Machines. All results assume that the biological operations are perfect. Clearly, this is not the case and errors must be addressed. However, it is important t o know what the ultimate limits are without errors. Clearly, if in the error-free case DNA cannot do exciting things, then there is no hope for the realistic case.
However, DNA operations are not error free. Our main result is that it is possible to allow a large class of DNA computations to survive fairly high error rates. This class of DNA computations includes Adleman's original algorithm as well as Lipton's formula SAT algorithm.
All DNA algorithms use strands of DNA to encode many parallel computations. They naturally fall into three classes: Algorithms are Decreasing Volume if the number of strands decreases as the algorithm executes; they are Constant Volume if all the strands remain throughout the computation. A Mixed A lgorithm is one that ts into neither class. Adleman's and Lipton's are decreasing volume. Note, we use volume" to denote number of strands.
Adleman's and Lipton's algorithms are even more special. In these algorithms each strand is either good or bad. A good strand encodes a solution to the problem; a bad strand does not. The goal of the algorithms is simple: to keep the good strands around and to eliminate the bad strands. If they succeed, then the nal test tube will only contain goodstrands. The answer can then be found by sequencing one of the remaining strands.
The di culty with this simple description is that errors can take place. An error may have terrible consequences. If a good strand is damaged or is lost, then the algorithm will fail. If on the other hand, bad strands are not removed, there may bemany bad strands left at the end of the algorithm. This also could cause the algorithm to fail.
Errors come from two sources. First, every operation can cause an error. The principal operation in these algorithms is extraction A,L . This operation removes from a test tube those strands that contain some given pattern. However, extractions are not perfect. They usually only remove about 95 of the strands that match the pattern. In additional, strands that do not match will sometimes be removed anyway: rates are typically 1 part in 10 6 . Another source of errors are due to L2,SA the fact that DNA has a half-life": it decays at a nite rate. If the DNA algorithm takes months, for example, there is a probability that the good strands will simply dissolve.
The reason that errors in operations are so critical is that we envision algorithms that do thousands of steps. If each extraction removes 99 of the good strands, then the probability that a goodstrand is there at the end of a 1,000 step computation is tiny, i.e. is 0.00004. Thus, even at this high extraction rate the algorithm essentially will always fail. This does not even take i n to account the extraction of bad strands or the half-life problem.
Our rst main result is the following: We can show how to map Adleman's and Lipton's algorithms into a new algorithms that are constant volume. These new algorithms are highly resistant to errors. Moreover, these new algorithms run in almost the same number of steps. Thus, the time penalty for making the algorithms error resistant is small.
However, there is a space" penalty for making the algorithms constant volume. The number of test tubes remains the same throughout the computation. Thus, the same amount of equipment is needed at the beginning of the computation as later on. This may not bemuch of a penalty. If one only wishes to perform one computation, then the original algorithm would have more and more equipment sit idle as the volume decreases.
Our second result has to do with decreasing the error rates in the bead separation procedure. Lipton L describes how binary strings can beencoded as DNA strands in a useful manner. We suggest a modi ed encoding scheme which is likely to reduce the false negative error rate. We mention that recently Karp, Kenyon and Waarts KKW have also presented some techniques for coping with errors in the bead separation procedure.
Error resistant computations
We n o w turn to showing how t o m a k e DNA algorithms more error resistant. In order to make the analysis clear we will assume that the algorithm operates as follows: The more general case in L is handled in the same way. Initially, there are 2 n strands of DNA. Just one of these strands is good; all the rest are bad. Clearly, the case of one good strand is worst case.
The algorithm consists of s extraction steps. The good strand always matches the pattern of the extraction. However, a bad strand may o r m a y not match the pattern. A type I or false negative error occurs when a strand is not correctly extracted: let p bethe probability that this happens.
A type II or false positive error occurs when a strand should not be extracted but is anyway: let q be the probability that this happens. Typical values of p are :95 and q are 10 ,6 see A .
Note, just because a strand is bad does not mean that at each step it will not match the pattern.
The good strand always matches the pattern; the bad strands may o r m a y not. Indeed if x is a bad strand let Mx bethe numberof extractions for which it does not match the pattern. Clearly, Mx is at least 1.
We next assume that the computation decreases its volume at a uniform rate. Thus, we will assume from now on that every step decreases the volume at the same rate. Thus, since there are s steps and 2 n strands, the volume goes down by a factor of 2 every s=n steps. If s = 900 and n = 60, then every 15 steps the volume of DNA halves.
In the case that each step decreases the volume at the same rate, our analysis is simple. However, our method can easily be adjusted for a rate of decrease that is only approximately constant. Our method does not work in the pathological case where the volume goes down in some very complex way. We believe that it may be possible to randomize the order of extractions to average" out the rate. Finally, such pathological cases may not arise in real problems.
Our modi cation to the basic algorithms is twofold: First, every s=n steps double the amount of DNA. We do this by a PCR operation PCR . There are several points: In practice one might wait until the volume decreased by a larger factor. We will do the analysis in this simple case; the generalization to bigger steps is quite easy. Second, the additional cost in time is small. Even if the PCR step is slow, it only happens every s=n steps. In our example, this is every 15 steps. Thus, the additional required time is a small percent of the total time.
Our second modi cation is to the nal detect step. Before we assumed that ideally only one strand remained in the nal test tube. Thus, to determine the answer we only had to sequence that strand. Now there may beboth goodand bad strands in the nal test tube. We, therefore, replace this simple detect step by the following: Remove a strand from the test tube and sequence it. Then, check whether or not it is a solution. If it is, the algorithm has found a solution. If it is not, then try another strand. After some xed numberof these steps, say m, stop and report failure. Note, it is easy to computationally check whether or not a sequence does indeed encode a solution to the problem being solved.
The modi ed algorithm can now fail in two di erent w a ys. First, there might be no good strands in the nal test tube. Second, there might be good strands in the nal test tube, but there might be so many bad strands that the probability that the nal step gets a solution is small. This leads naturally to the following: Let P s bethe survival probability i.e. the probability that some good strand is in the nal test tube; also let P r bethe selection probability i.e. the probability that at least of the strands in the nal test tube are good.
The probabilities P s and P r together control the probability that our algorithm succeeds. More precisely, w e can use them to easily compute an upper bound on the probability that our algorithm fails. The probability of failure is at most 1 , P s + P s 1 , P r + P s P r 1 , m where recall that we do m repeated detects and is the amount of goodstrands in the nal test tube. Thus, the probability that our method works is at least P s P r 1 , m :
The key is to bound these two probabilities, P s and P r . Let us rst consider P s . It should be clear that without the PCR step the probability that the good strand survives is p s : recall that s extractions are performed and each succeeds with probability p. Now, every s=n steps the surviving strands are doubled in number. This applies equally to the good and the bad strands. Therefore, if a goodstrand survives s=n steps, it creates 2 new goodstrands. Note, we are assuming that PCR step is error-free. However, any error there can be handled by decreasing p. This is an example of a branching process F . Branching processes are famous for modelling nuclear reactions and spread of diseases. In our case we are modelling whether or not the single initial good strand or its descendants survive many extractions. An example of such a branching process can beseen in Figure 1 . Let r bethe probability that a single goodstrand survives to the next PCR step, i.e. r = p s=n . If a strand survives, then it becomes 2 good ones. Thus, the chances have greatly increased that some goodstrand will survive all the future extractions. Asimple computation shows that the value of is 1 r , 1. The probability, P s , that some good strand survives is 1 , . Therefore, P s = 1 , = 2 , 1 r = 2 , p , s=n Table 1 contains some example results. The probability that the original algorithms without PCR improvement succeed is essentially 0 in all cases. The table shows the probability that some good strands survive the entire series of steps.
It remains to show that P r is large, i.e. that it is likely that the ratio of goodstrands to bad strands is not too small. For this argument we can ignore the PCR modi cation. The reason p probability good survives .
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.84 Table 1 : s = 900 and n = 6 0 Figure 1 : An example of a branching process. A goodstrand is replicated every few steps. Even though some of its descendants die dashed discs, its prevalence increases exponentially.
is simple: we are interested only in the ratio of the numberof goodto bad strands. Since PCR doubles both the good and bad strands equally their ratio is unchanged. Thus, in this case we can assume that there is exactly 1 good strand.
Recall that a bad strand x does not match the pattern of an extract for Mx extractions. It is therefore the case that a bad x will survive only if Mx t ype II errors occur. Thus, the expected number of bad strands that survive is at most X x q Mx where the sum is over all bad strands since q is the probability that a type IIerror occurs. The actual sum is smaller since bad strands still might be subject to type I errors.
In order to simply this sum de ne M k as the numberof bad strands x that have Mx = k. Let this quantity b e l . Then, the detect step will likely require order l steps. Clearly, w e w ant this to be as small as possible. However, with out any assumption it is possible that l is large. Perhaps Mx = 1 for most bad strands.
There are three points. First, in practical problems it seems that it would be rare for many bad strands to satisfy all but a few of the constraints. Typically one would expect that a bad strand , the value of l is only 300. Second, we can restructure the computation so that l is made smaller. For example, if l is large we can just repeat the whole computation and reduce l. If one repeats extractions twice, then all values of Mx are doubled. This is quite expensive and it would be better to avoid this. However, it is interesting that there is a general method to reduce l. Note, we do not have to do this repeating until we fail at the detect step.
Finally, i t m a y be possible to do a more interesting transform on problems that will reduce the number of almost" solutions, i.e. will reduce l. This seems to be related to the famous Probabilistic Checkable Proofs of Ar .
The techniques presented above transformed a decreasing volume algorithm into a constant volume algorithm. By doing so we made sure that the prevalence of good strands increases in the test tube. However, this technique can not be applied to an algorithm which is constant v olume to begin with. The reason is that the amount of material used by the algorithm would double after every PCR step. Within a few steps the amount of material would be to large to handle.
Double encoding of data
We propose a technique which is likely to to reduce the rate of false negative errors in the bead separation step. Our approach will hopefully increase the yield of the extraction procedure.
The basic idea is to modify the way in which binary strings are encoded in DNA. The hope is that the extraction procedure will incur less false negatives when this encoding is used. In Lipton's algorithm for solving SAT L a binary string x = x 1 : : : x n is represented by the DNA molecule 3 0 , B1; x 1 B 2; x 2 B 3; x 3 B n; x n , 5 0 where Bk;b are 20-mers appropriately chosen. We refer to this method of encoding binary strings as the standard encoding scheme.
The traditional approach for coping with the false negative problem is to introduce many DNA strands encoding the same binary string into the solution. When there are many" copies of the same DNA strand with high" probability one of them will survive an extraction step despite the e ect of false negative errors.
A modi ed encoding scheme
We propose to encode the binary string x = x 1 : : : x n using the following DNA molecule: 3 0 , B1; x 1 B 2; x 2 B n; x n B1; x 1 B 2; x 2 B n; x n , 5 0 That is, each 20-mer Bi; x i appears twice in the DNA strand in separate positions on the strand. Suppose we need to extract all strands in the solution that contain a speci c sequence, say B1; 1. The hope is that since B1; 1 appears twice on the DNA strand, that DNA strand is more likely to be extracted than a DNA strand containing only one copy o f B 1; 1. Theoretically, this seems to be the case since it becomes easier for the strand to attach itself to some magnetic bead.
We refer to this modi ed method of encoding binary string as double encoding. Note that since the DNA strands in the solution are now twice as long, the solution can contain only half the number of strands. As a result only half as many strands can represent a given binary string. It is therefore unclear that using double encoding makes the algorithm more resistant to false negative errors.
A simple analysis can be used to show that double encoding is likely to make the SAT algorithm Let T 1 beasolution containing 2r copies of D 1 . Similarly, let T 2 beasolution containing r copies of D 2 . Now suppose we perform k extract operations on each o f T 1 and T 2 . It can easily be seen that the probability that at least one of the strands in T 1 survives the k extractions is
Similarly, the probability that at least one of the strands in T 2 survives the k extractions is
The above data is summarized in Table 2 . The question we need to answer is: how large should p 2 be so that S 2 S 1 . Some simple algebra shows that S 2 S 1 when p 2 p 1 2 , p k 1 1=k . Table 3 contains some values for this threshold quantity.
For example, suppose we ran an algorithm which requires 10 extraction steps. That the above table shows that if p 2 is bigger than p 1 by 4:6 then the double encoding method will do better than the standard encoding. Note that the correct value of p 2 can only bedetermined through experimentation.
Constructing the initial solution
The rst steps in the SAT algorithm is the construction of DNA strands which represent all n bit binary strings. For the standard encoding this is done by creating all paths in a certain graph as is described in L . The generation of the initial solution for the double encoding is a bit more complicated. We can no longer simply form all paths in some graph. Fortunately we can use a technique described in BDLS . In BDLS it was shown that it is possible to create a solution of all pairs x; fx for a function f. By taking f to be the identity function we can create the required double encoding solution which consists of all strings x; x. We discussed methods for making the formula satisfaction techniques of Lipton L resistant to certain types of errors by applying PCR every several steps. This doubling step turns this algorithm into a constant volume algorithm. The analysis demonstrates that the error parameters of the extract operation are su ciently small to make the formula satisfaction algorithm work in the presence of errors. We also presented a modi ed encoding scheme double encoding which may be helpful in reducing error rates that arise in the bead separation procedure. The usefulness of this technique is to be determined through experimentation.
